
     
 
   

Veritas™ Enterprise Vault.cloud is a cloud-based archiving service that helps organizations more effectively meet data 
governance requirements and more efficiently execute business or legal eDiscovery. Thousands of customers have  
used Enterprise Vault.cloud to ensure a successful and compliant migration to a cloud based application platform  
such as Office 365 or Google G Suite Enterprise.

•    Ensures retention practices for regulated     
      organizations comply with applicable laws  
      and eDiscovery practices are defensible 
 
•    Preserves email and other unstructured  
      data by policy, as journaled records in  
      a high-availability repository, protected  
      against unauthorized or accidental deletion 
 
•    Provides rapid search, legal hold, case   
      management and eDiscovery workflow to   
      reduce cost, and improve productivity of  
      both IT and litigation support staff 
 
•    Licensed for a predictable monthly fee,  
      stabilizing archiving costs, regardless of  
      data growth

Simplify Retention Management  
Enterprise Vault.cloud interfaces seamlessly with Office 
365, Google G-Suite Enterprise, as well as on-premises 
mail systems such as Exchange to ensure information  
is properly retained. A default retention policy can be  
applied to all archived information, or role-based rules  
can apply to specific individuals, so that customized  
retention periods can be assigned. Even email for  
departed employees covered by your retention policies  
is retained - at no extra charge. Options are also available 
to capture unified communications that include instant 
messaging and social media, Microsoft Sharepoint  
documents, and more. 
 

Streamline Compliance and Ensure  
Defensible eDiscovery Results  
Enterprise Vault.cloud leverages the native journaling  
capabilities of enterprise email systems to capture  
emails, attachments, and all message metadata, then 
timestamps, serializes, and gives it a unique signature to  
ensure its authenticity. The Journaling process ensures  
full content and recipient capture, so you always know 
who received what, and when.

Enterprise Vault.cloud enables Legal Hold to be applied broadly across keyword searches and users - or to target  
specific legal custodians - without putting mass restrictions on large groups or domains of users that might hinder  
routine mailbox data management. With a legal hold in place, even if an end user deletes or modifies a message in  
their Inbox or Personal Folders, the original copy remains in the journaled archive.

Enterprise Vault.cloud search and eDiscovery capabilities provide workflows to quickly scan massive amounts  
of data, iteratively filter out non-relevant results, then collect and organize the results by cases or legal matters.  
Millions of records can be searched and collated in a matter of seconds. When collection is complete the results  
can be made available on-line to outside legal partners. During review, role-based access controls ensure that  
data is properly handled so that a secure evidentiary chain of custody is always automatically maintained. 

Veritas Enterprise 
Vault.Cloud  

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE ARCHIVING AND eDISCOVERY
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                                                                 A Compliance-Ready, Best Practice Platform  
 
Enterprise Vault.cloud enhances your Office 365, Google Enterprise email, and overall day governance by providing 
unique Best Practice compliance, and eDiscovery benefits: 

 

VAST can help your organization migrate to Veritas’ EV.Cloud SaaS service.   

Services and assistance that VAST provides include: 
 

•     Migration assistance from Exchange and/or  
      on-premise Enterprise Vault. 

•     Implementing configuration changes within your  
      messaging environment, such as transport rules  
      and send connectors. 

•    Work with your organization’s legal and records  
      retention teams to develop retention tags and  
      retention standards. 

•     Standardizes retention management compliance:  
       Automates and provides proof of, policy-driven  
       retention processes.  

•     Improves both IT and end-user eDiscovery  
       productivity: Powerful tools make IT and end  
       users more efficient, helping personnel to work  
       smarter, and put in less of their expensive time  
       per project.  

•     Satisfy strict legal requirements: Immutably  
       journals all records and ensures a secure chain  
       of custody for handling evidentiary data.  

•     Improves Investigation Workflow: Grants  
       role-based online access, enabling segregated  
       work, allowing some staff to search and collect  
       and others to review.  

•     Streamlines email migration: Simplifies  
       moving to cloud-based email from a traditional  
       email system by archiving your legacy data  
       first— whether it is stored on tape, PSTs/NSFs,  
       or trapped within existing on-premises servers.  

•     Integration with the Veritas™ eDiscovery  
       Platform: Tight coupling with value-add solution  
       allows customers to introduce a more powerful  
       analysis and review platform if needed.  
 

•    Work with your organization’s legal team to  
      incorporate EV.Cloud into their litigation  
      readiness workflow and matter management  
      tools, such as the Veritas eDiscovery Platform,  
      Powered by Clearwell. 

•    Work with your organization’s supervisory  
      compliance teams to implement departmental  
      sampling for FINRA/SEC broker dealer  
      communication supervision. 
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